ABOUT EPCA
Based in Brussels, EPCA (The European Petrochemical
Association), founded in 1967, is the quality network in
Europe for the global chemical business community
consisting of producers of (petro)chemicals, their
suppliers, customers, chemical supply chain & logistics
and other service providers. It operates for and through
more than 700 member companies from 53 different
countries. In aggregate, member companies represent a
turnover of over €4.4 trillion and employ over 5.6 million
people. EPCA provides a platform to meet, exchange
information and transfer learning, and serves as a
think tank for its members and stakeholders. EPCA
promotes STEM 1 education, with a clear focus on
gender and diversity inclusion. EPCA also highlights the
multidisciplinary approach and the variety of challenging
career paths that the chemical industry offers, with its
contribution to innovative sustainable solutions through its
products and services, such as enabling access to drinking
water and healthcare for people all around the world.

“EPCA is all about content and people.”

“EPCA stands for quality networking,
professionalism, forward thinking, knowledge
sharing, efficiency and sustainability.”
• Committed to creating a sustainable
world in line with the United Nations
Global Compact principles and the
ICCA 2 Responsible Care Global
Charter.
• A think tank that initiates, facilitates,
manages and promotes ideas and
projects of interest to its member
companies and stakeholders.

EPCA’s Mission, Vision, Ambition, Values and Strategy
can be found on www.epca.eu

“Each year, EPCA organises
Europe’s largest annual meeting
for the global chemical business
community, which regularly
attracts top international
speakers, opinion makers,
business leaders, executive
directors, CEO’s or owners of
the companies they work for.”
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Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics
The International Council of Chemical Associations

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
WITHIN THE GLOBAL CHEMICAL
BUSINESS COMMUNITY
Since the year 2000 EPCA has, during its Annual Meeting,
taken the opportunity to highlight various aspects of
how the chemical industry contributes to sustainable
development. These themes have included:
• sustainable development and corporate social
responsibility: chemical products improve our daily
life and human well-being, and we have to continue
our sustainability efforts regardless of economic
downturns and difficulties.
• the economic dimension: an analysis of the
competitive advantage of mergers and acquisitions
in the chemical industry; the global competitiveness
of the European chemical industry; the fact that the
chemical industry is an essential supplier of all other
industries in the world.

• the human aspect of sustainability: how our
industry recognizes and rewards the value of people,
the need to constantly develop them so that together
we can build on the varying, complementary skills of
a diverse workforce.
• energy and hydrocarbons: hydrocarbons as building
blocks for the chemical industry.
• Innovation and adaptability: - how the chemical
industry evolves from “product sales” business
models to solution provider business models
integrating customization of services. Talent
and technology development are key drivers to
constantly reach these consumer oriented goals.

EPCA GOVERNING BODIES
MEMBERS

The Board of Directors:
The Board reflects the composition of the EPCA
membership base, including both Full and Associate
members. It is composed of a maximum of 18 voting
members. These members are elected, from amongst
member company representatives proposed by the
Board, by the OGM (Ordinary General Meeting of Full
Members) for a period of up to 3 years. They may stand
for re-election at the end of the initial term of office.

General Meeting

Member Companies

Each company is
represented within the
association by its Official
Representative.

Daily Management of the Association

Representatives

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The CEO is in charge of the daily management of the
Association along with the EPCA team, and implements
the goals set as well as the decisions taken by the
Board. She/he proposes to the Board or the Executive
Committee such actions, changes or improvements in
strategy, policies, operations and processes as she/
he deems fit for the benefit of EPCA and its members.
EPCA’s activities do not include advocacy.

A maximum
of 18 voting members

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

President

Advisory bodies to the Board:
• Supply Chain Program Committee (SCPC) - suggests
chemical supply chain & logistics topics to be covered
by EPCA
• Young EPCA Think Tank (YETT) - the coordinating body
for the EPCA educational and communication activities
• Talent and Diversity Inclusion Council (TDIC) - Supports
and supervises Diversity & Inclusion activities, making the
business case of the need for Diversity & Inclusion within
the chemical business community
The fundamental governance rules can be found in
EPCA’s Articles of Association (AoA) and Governance
Charter and can be downloaded from www.epca.eu

Treasurer

Vice-Presidents

CEO
ADVISORY BODIES TO THE BOARD

Supply Chain Program
Committee (SCPC)

Young EPCA
Think Tank (YETT)

Talent and Diversity
Inclusion Council (TDIC)

EPCA
AREAS OF EXPERTISE
Diversity & Inclusion
The EPCA Talent & Diversity Inclusion Council (TDIC)
is responsible for supporting and supervising EPCA
Diversity & Inclusion activities to be developed with the
aim of making the business case of the need for Diversity
& Inclusion within the chemical business community.
Diversity & Inclusion supports the talent management
methods ensuring that our industry can continue to
deliver the innovative and sustainable solutions expected
from its customers and stakeholders. In this perspective,
the TDIC develops and promotes Diversity & Inclusion
best practices from within and outside the chemical
business community in the EPCA membership base and
the general public.

DIVERSITY IS
DEFINED AS
INDIVIDUAL
DIFFERENCE IN THE
FIELDS OF GENDER,
AGE, ETHNICITY/
RACE, NATIONALITY
AND CULTURE.

WHY DIVERSITY
MATTERS
REPORT BASED ON A DIVERSITY AND
GENDER INCLUSION SURVEY ON BEHALF OF EPCA
AMONGST SELECTED MEMBER COMPANIES
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EPCA: Why Diversity Matters, 2016

Promoting STEM Education amongst youth - young
runners participating in the annual Berlin mini-MARATHON,
with EPCA being the official partner in both 2013 & 2015

Education
The Young EPCA Think Tank (YETT) is an advisory body
to the EPCA Board and assists EPCA in the proposal of
Annual Meeting business session programs to the Board.
The YETT also suggests to the Board improvements or
changes in EPCA goals and activities as well as new EPCA
projects, other than Diversity & Inclusion and chemical
supply chain/logistics. It serves as the coordinating body
for the EPCA educational and communication activities
making the link between EPCA and member companies’
education projects.

EPCA is dedicated to engaging with young talented girls
and boys (10-18 year olds) on the importance of STEM
education, to develop the right skills, and to encourage
them to work for the chemical industry. EPCA develops
awareness-raising campaigns to increase young people’s
involvement with chemistry and the chemical industry
in partnership with UNESCO and European Schoolnet
and within the STEM Alliance initiative (industry and
education collaboration). EPCA has produced three
education films and six role models films which are
promoted on our website, social media and through

EPCA member companies via their business and
educational connections. The films are distributed all
over the world in the European Schoolnet and UNESCO
global school and workshop networks.
• Launched at the start of the International Year of Chemistry
in January 2011 in the UNESCO Headquarters in Paris,
EPCA’s first film is called “Chemistry: All About You”
and shows that chemistry is everywhere whilst creating
warm feelings about that fact. The chemical industry
indeed gives the global population access, in a sustainable
way, to food, drinkable water, health, comfortable and
warm clothes, energy and emission friendly buildings
and transport, instant communication and information.

CHEMISTRY: ALL ABOUT YOU

• The second film is called “Science: Where Can It
Take You” and was launched in June 2013. It promotes gender equality, the study of STEM, as well
as careers in the chemical industry by showcasing
the innovative sustainable solutions that this industry
brings to our everyday lives.
• The third film is an animation film entitled “Petro
& Chemistry: Partnership for a Better Life”, which
was released in September 2015. It shows us the
link between the chemical industry and petroleum
derivatives which provide us with added value
products and services that can improve our quality
of life and contribute to sustainable solutions,
both now and in the future.

SCIENCE: WHERE CAN IT TAKE YOU

These films, available in 14 languages, are distributed
via the EPCA website and promoted via social media
channels, as well as by the EPCA network of member
companies, sister associations such as Cefic3, APLA4
and GPCA5 and of educational partners UNESCO and
European Schoolnet (EUN) – a network of 30 Ministries
of Education in Europe and beyond.
To familiarize teachers and students with the chemical
industry, EPCA co-organizes specific workshops on the
occasion of its annual meetings, workshops or seminars
together with EPCA’s educational partners.
All our education films, including several role model
films of people working in our industry can be found on
www.epca.eu/education
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The European Chemical Industry Council
Latin American Petrochemical and Chemical Association
Gulf Petrochemicals and Chemicals Association

PETRO & CHEMISTRY: PARTNERSHIP FOR A BETTER LIFE

Logistics and Supply Chain Leaders’ Workshop EPCA 49th Annual Meeting, Berlin, Germany, 6th October 2015

Supply Chain & Logistics
The EPCA Supply Chain Program Committee (SCPC)
is an advisory body to the EPCA Board dealing with
chemical supply chain and logistics activities undertaken
by EPCA in the interest of the EPCA membership. The
committee suggests to the EPCA Board chemical
supply chain and logistics topics to be covered by EPCA
and proposes supply chain working group activities,
workshops and Annual Meeting business session
programs.
Topics addressed concern the needs and necessity
of how to:
• deal with complexity and uncertainty whilst
responding to customers’ and end-consumers’
requirements as well as
• build resilience in supply and logistics chains
• focus on reduction of energy use and emissions as
well as waste in supply and logistics chains in order
to safeguard the planet for future generations.
EPCA has published numerous studies on issues around
supply and logistics chains, performed by academics,
consultancy firms and representatives of the
chemical business community. These publications
can be found on www.epca.eu and include the
following publications:
• Talent & Technology – Drivers for Supply Chain
Leadership, 2014
• Sustainable Chemical Supply and Logistics Chains:
the Path Forward, 2013, with the contribution
of Cefic, Vlerick Business School, University of
Amsterdam, AT Kearney, Booz & Co & Möbius

• A Paradigm Shift: Supply Chain Collaboration and
Competition in and between Europe’s Chemical
Clusters, 2007, in co-operation with INSEAD
• The Role of Clusters in the Chemical Industry,
2007, in co-operation with Harvard Business School
• A Case Study on Vertical Collaboration, 2006, in
co-operation with Cranfield University
• Maximising Performance. The Power of Supply
Chain Collaboration, 2005, in co-operation with Cefic
• Supply Chain Excellence in the European Chemical
Industry, 2004, in co-operation with Heriot-Watt
University and Cefic
• The Paradigm Shift from Stock to Flow
Management, 2002, Technische Universiteit
Eindhoven and University of Stanford
• Bulk Chemical Supply Chain: Moving from
Stock to Flow, 2002, in co-operation with Stanford
University and Technical University Eindhoven
• Rail Benchmark Study, 2001, in co-operation with
IG&H Management Consultants
• Study on Rail Freight, 2000, Wake-Up Call by
Heriot-Watt University (Included in Report on the 27th
Logistics Meeting, 2000)

EPCA MEMBER COMPANIES
“Petrochemical industry includes legal entities whose activities involve
the chemical conversion of raw materials extracted from fossil and renewable
hydrocarbons and their derivatives”
WHO ARE OUR MEMBERS?
1. Full Members
Producers of petrochemicals in Europe by reference to
the above definition of the petrochemical industry.
2. Associate Members
• Producers of (petro)chemicals outside Europe.
• Suppliers and customers of EPCA member companies
inclusive of traders and distributors.
• Service providers that generate a substantial part of
their turnover from activities performed for or with the
chemical industry:
i. Chemical supply chain and logistics service providers
such as, but not limited to: freight forwarders,
4PL 6, transport companies whatever the mode,
liners, terminal owners or operators, handling,
warehousing, storage, tank cleaning.
ii. Service providers other than supply chain and
logistics: consultants, engineering companies,
inspectorates, investment companies, specialized
press and surveyors.
• Ports & other authorities organized in the form of
companies or agencies rendering services or support
to the chemical business community.

WHY BECOME AN EPCA MEMBER?
EPCA membership offers your company the opportunity
to be part of an exclusive quality network in Europe
for the global chemical business community and their
partners.
As a member of our community, your company can attend
dynamic EPCA ‘Platforms to meet’ (Annual Meetings
and other events like seminars, think tank meetings and
workshops) which offer you:

• Unique business development opportunities;
• Privileged access to important industry partners and
top speakers;
• A space to raise and discuss issues affecting the
chemical and petrochemical industry;
• The opportunity to organise ‘business to business’
meetings with key players in a European city hub;
• News and updates on trends and developments in the
business community.
You will also have the opportunity to stimulate new ideas
and approaches and help the industry move beyond
‘business as usual’ by participating in and contributing
to activities and projects in the fields of Supply Chain &
Logistics, Diversity & Inclusion and STEM education.

HOW TO BECOME A MEMBER?
The procedure for becoming a member of EPCA is as
follows:
• Your company sends EPCA a duly completed and
signed application form which includes the names
and contact details of two persons in EPCA member
companies who can be contacted for references;
• If positive replies are obtained from the references,
the application is submitted to the Board for approval;
• If your company’s application is approved, official
membership documents are sent.
Membership then becomes effective after the payment
of the membership fee.
For more information, please visit the Membership page
on www.epca.eu.
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Fourth Party Logistics Companies

EPCA is the quality network in Europe for the global chemical business community
consisting of chemical producers, their suppliers, customers and service providers.
It operates for and through more than 700 member companies from 53 different
countries that represent an aggregate turnover of over €4.4 trillion and employing over
5.6 million people. EPCA serves as the platform to meet, exchange information and
transfer learning, as well as a think tank for its members and its stakeholders.
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